Videos
- **Black Girls Code Ep #1: The Revolution will be mobilized** a film about young black girls who learn coding in an after school club. They take a trip to facebook offices and hear Sheryl Sandberg speak.
- **Black Girls Code: Bridging the Digital Divide** a shorter piece on the group, Black Girls Code.
- **She++** a film about getting more women to participate in computer science. More focused on university student but it’s a well done film and you can ask how/why this is applicable at the K-5 level.

Articles

Books
- Courageous Conversations about Race: [A field guide to achieving equity in schools](#)

Other
- Made with Code [Mentor examples](#), [Resources](#), and [other pieces](#) to encourage girls to code
- [Fab Fems](#)
- [STEM Pipeline](#)
- [Dot diva](#)